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DAGGERS PROVING A POINT
I must say, so far I am very impressed with the form of Daggers up to this point. For a team that at one time looked destined for

division 2 towards the end of last season, they really have bounced back at the start of this season. They faced a somewhat tricky

game this session against Immortals, a side struggling a little but one that I feel could have plenty to offer in the weeks ahead if they

can just start to put a run together so although form pointed to a home win, this certainly wasn’t a match that manager BARRETT

could take for granted.

The first half was a rather dulll affair due to good tactical decisions from both managers meaning that chances were far and few

between. Good marking from the homesters Daggers defensive players and a determined defensive mindset from Immortals meant

that chances were at a premium and both sides went in to the tunnel at half-time all square.

The second half was a different matter though as both manager must have got hold of their players in the break and drummed some

determination in to them and the game really opened up as a result. COHEN for Daggers opened the scoring as he chased down a

lovely through ball to put his finish under the body of the advancing ‘keeper but Immortals reacted immediately to this by levelling the

scoring just a minute later, a flowing move from the kick-off making room for midfielder GREENING who levels for the away side.

Midfielder FREARS restores the Daggers lead though with a shot from just outside the box before LOKI drags the visitors back in to

it, finishing decisively from 10 yards out. Twenty minutes of the second half played and four goals scored - what a 45 this was turning

out to be!

Both teams seemed to pause for breath after this flurry and take stock of the situation. The Immortals players perhaps seemed to

think they had done enough to get a draw and shrank back in to a more defensive style and neither side seemed to be able to get

much penetration.

However, Daggers started to dominate a little more from this point on and while Immortals seemed content to sit back, it was the

home side that regained the earlier momentum that we saw. They were rewarded for their endeavours as TOPPOV finally breaches

the defensive line and he gets off a snap shot to give his side a deserved lead. And it’s TOPPOV once again who seals the victory

late on with another goal, just minutes from time as he gets on the end of a cross to find the back of the net with a simple header.

A good victory for Daggers in the face of a valiant effort from

Immortals and perhaps if they had opted for some man-marking

of key opposition players, this could have been a different result

today?

Wycombe are a side who are struggling at the moment so

manager READ must have known how precious 3 points against

fellow strugglers Spiritus Santos were today and with some key

players injured for them, READ must have been just a little

nervous before the kick-off for this one.

Still, he fields a brave side that is designed to get men forward

when the opprtunity presents itself, while manager SUTTON has

his men sitting deep with a zonal marking ploy designed to try

and come away with a point. It took the home side just 14

minutes to breach their opponents defence though, who were

under the cosh from the very beginning here, as midfielder

DUCOS volleys home a stunner.

LURPAK piles on the misery for Santos as they conceded again

just a few minutes later when he bends low to nod home a cross

and although Wycombe continute to dominate and look for more

goals, they can’t find another and the game remains at 2-0 as

the half time whistle blows.

It was more of the same in the second half, with Wycombe

dominating possession and territory while Santos were grimly

trying to hang on and not concede any more when a freak

incident seemed to throw the visitors a possible life line;

Wycombe, playing the ball around the park, were forced

backwards and the ball ends at the feet of defender

MCSTOPPER who turns to pass the ball back to his ‘keeper.

Whether one or both weren’t concentrating no one will know but

the pass is nowhere near the ‘keeper and the ball rolls in to the

back of an empty net.

However, the visitors were simply unable to take any sort of

advantage of this gift and it hardly had any bearing on the

eventual outcome of the game as Wycombe continued to

dominate and, to underline that dominance, they went on to

score a third with about 10 minutes left as LASHACK capitalises

on a defensive error to wrap the game up.

A good 3 points for Wycombe but READ will know that he still

has a tough season ahead of him while I suspect manager

SUTTON is already resigned to playing second division football

next season.

OLYMPICS FIRE A WARNING SHOT?
Loftus Olympics travelled to Sunderland FTM this session

missing both regular ‘keeper SOTH POLIN and midfield dynamo

DUNOS BUENOS. Sunderland, for their part, have struggled to
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recapture last season’s form but manager HUMPHRIES must

have fancied 3 points here today, especially with the news of

their opponent’s difficulties.

Olympics, due to their needing to field youngster STIXX

between the sticks were forced in to a defensive posture with

a zonal marking ploy while Sunderland chose to deploy a

man-marking system.

Despite having home advantage in this one, Sunderland

struggled to make any real headway thanks to some stubborn

rearguard action from Olympics, who also found the

ocassional opportunity to push forward and threaten their

opponent’s goal. However, chances were few and far between

and the first half draws to a close goal-less, a fact which must

have pleased Olympics manager CRANFIELD.

The second half was much the same as the first as the game

seemed to be played in midfield with neither side able to

breakdown their opposition and produce some clear cut

chances and as it dragged on, the game looked more and

more likely to be heading for a draw.

This all changed in the 72nd minute though as striker JENS,

quiet for most of the game, suddenly finds himself a little bit of

space in the Olympics box and meets a cross to smash the

ball home with his head and the home side are in the lead.

This goal gives them a much needed confidence boost and

allows them to go on and make the game safe 10 minutes

later as midfielder DUCATI crashes one home from all of 30

yards.

A good win for Sunderland who needed the points to keep in

touch with the top teams in the table but more important, I

think, was the performance today from Olympics. Very

unlucky not to secure a draw and, once back to fielding a full

side, I feel it is only a matter of time before we see them start

to record some victories. Other teams in the divison should

take note I feel.

Another side at the bottom, namely Hawtonville FC, also put

in a sterling performance this season to hold division leaders

Sofia Utd to a 1-1 draw at their ground. Both sides lined up

with neutral formations, with the emphasis being on midfield

dominance and both sides were adversely affected by some

awful conditions which certainly detracted from the game but

it was, as expected, Sofia who still dominated.

Roared on by the home fans, Sofia pushed forward at every

opportunity in this game to try and find a goal while

Hawtonvile, who struggled for some periods, still tried to

counter when they could and made some fine chances of their

own when the opprtunity presented itself but it’s HONECKER

for the home side who breaks the deadlock on the half hour

mark.

A lovely, flowing move, despite the conditions, sees wingback

AUGUSTINE able to get forward and he cuts inside to deliver

a cross to target man TAKANOWA who chests the ball down

and square to partner HONECKER and his strike from 12

yards out is clinical and leaves the Hawtonville ‘keeper

rooted.

This goal provokes a reaction from Hawtonville though who,

despite their lowly position, played some good football out

there today and they are rewarded for their endeavours as

midfielder KELLY cracks home a loose ball to make the game

all square just before the half time whistle.

Sofia continue to push for all the second half and very much

dominate proceedings as they look to find a winner but

Hawtonville have their tails up and defend resolutely and a

superb performance from their ‘keeper GREEN meant that

every time Sofia got a shot off, it was dealt with efficiently.

The game ends one all, despite the efforts of Sofia to snatch a

probably deserved win and with New Caledonia also being

held to a draw at home, Sofia remain top. A good

performance from Hawtonvile must have pleased manager

PRITCHARD and it slightly widens the gap between them and

the relegation places but they are not out of the woods yet by

a long shot.

DRAGON DEVOUR DIDI
Managerless Dragon climb to the dizzy heights of midtable

after they pull off a hard-fought win against struggling IFK Didi

in a seven goal thriller.

The game was a very balanced affair although Dragon did

dominate up front, a factor which was to have a very telling

outcome on the game.

Dragon opened the scoring in this one after 25 minutes

played as forward FILIPE poked home the ball from close

rangeand they soon find themselves 2-0 up when MALLOY

heads home with a towering leap and Dragon seemed to be

coasting but Didi weren’t out of it by any means and strike

back just after the start to the second half, a deflected shot

from midfielder KIEFTSKI finding the net.

Dragon restore their 2 goal cushion though when forward

HOLZENBEIN drives home a long range effort and for a long

time it loloks like the game is going to finish 3-1 to the home

side but with just over 10 minutes to go, Dragon find another

one as HOLZENBEIN scores a second goal, turining on the

edge of the box before firing home.

Some last minute drama though sees Didi strike once more

after a period of sustained pressure finally allows them to

release wingback PORIINI as he tears down the left before

finding midfielder KIEFTSKI who volleys home brilliantly and

the last minute of play is a frantc affair as Didi fight for an

equaliser but it was not to be and the game ends 4-3 to

Dragon.

An early, top of the table clash in a game between home side

Ulpha Rovers in second and leaders City Boyz fails to live up

to it’s billing somewhat as both sides cancel eachother out and

the expected goal fest didn’t materialise.

Good marking decisions from Ulpha’s manager REID stifled a

lot of the City Boyz creativity while 4 at the back for the Boyz
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meant that Ulpha found it difficult to make a breakthrough so

the game didn’t really get going as some people thought it

may have.

The result of all this was more or less 90 minutes of inaction

as both sides failed to get any sort of grip on the game and

the ball spent a lot of the time being trundled around in

midfield as openings were sought.

Despite being the away side City Boyz did create the more

chances, few that those were though, and it was from one of

these late, late on in the game as it looked to be heading for a

draw, that Rovers found an opening and a winner.

The move for the goal started innoculously enough with the

ball being passed aroundat the back by the City Boyz

defenders when a quck ball forward in to midfield finds

DOBRINOIU who slips the ball outside and continues his run

forward. The ball is worked up to the byline before being

crossed back in to find DOBRINOIU once more, unmarked

and with some space that allows him time to turn and fire off a

shot that beats ‘keeper POSSIJON at his near post to the

despair of the home fans.

This win sees City Boyz open up a four point gap at the top

and although it is early days yet, this match may turn out to be

pivotal in the great scheme of things (well, atleast where

division 3 is concerned).

KINGS RULE
Plenty of action and plenty of goals in the 4th this session

meant it was difficult to pick 2 games to focus on. I finally

plumped on Purley Kings versus Flowserve for my first one.

Both sides have had good starts to the season and this game

certainly promised goals and it was goals that were delivered.

The home side, Purley Kings certainly took advantage of the

home support in this derby game as they came screaming out

of the blocks and were ahead with just 4 minutes played as

MASOVIA cleverly flicks in a cross from close rang. They

double their lead just 6 minutes later as ARSHAVIN fires home

, finishing a lovely move that deserved reward and Purley are

running riot.

Flowserve tried manfully to get themselves back in to the

game and indeed created one or two chances of their own as

the half progressed but ‘keeper CLARKE was in fine form this

afternoon and was determined not to be beaten.

Two more goals followed for the home side just before the half

hour mark and these really were the nails in the coffin as far

as this game was concerned, you could see the will drain out

of the Flowserve players as the thought of reducing a 4-0

deficit drained them of desire.

No more goals appeared for the rest of the half and both sides

enntered the tunnel with the score remaining 4-0.

The second half saw a more even affair as the Purley players

relaxed, knowing the job was done. Flowserve still tried to

atleast get on the score sheet and did make a few more good

chances but never looked really threatening and they were

caught sleeping after 65 minutes as ARSHAVIN (A) this time

gets his name on the score sheet after some good work

creates a headed chance which he nods home.

Flowserve do eventually get a goal although it is far too little

far too late when they catch Purley Kings on the break and

defender SCHWARTZ, with nothing to lose and throwing

caution to the wind, charges up field, a cross from the left

meets him perfectly and he volleys home to give the away

fans something to cheer about.

The game petered out somewhat after this and the most

interesting incidents were a couple of yellow cards late on, one

for each side in what,for a derby game, up to this point had

been relatively well-tempered.

5-1 the finalscore then with Purley Kings deserved winners

while young manager JACK is just going to have to take this

one on the chin. A nasty injury to defender REAGAN could

cause him a couple of problems but he is well past his prime

anyhow and maybe the manager should look at this as an

opportunity to replace him once and for all?

NLP-Redstox have had a steady, if unspectacular, start to the

season but they pulled off a shock today when they hosted

free-scoring Thors Hammers currently riding high in the 4th.

Hero for them has to be sweeper DESMONDO, who did all his

manager could have asked him to do as he almost singely-

handed blunted the Thors attack, reducing them to taking

long-range potshots before he had a chance to make an

interception or a tackle. To be fair, Redstox didn’t create that

much either but their forwards were much more on song when

the opportunities presented themselves and a goal-less first

half was just about right as neither side really threatened.

An incident however about 10 minutes in to the second half

certainly would have an impact on the game as Redstox

defender DANILO is sent off after a second bookable offence

and the Thors fans must have now expected some goals

atleast and it’s goals they got but not as they expected.

Whether the Thors players, perhaps expecting an easy win,

became complacent or whether the Redstox players suddenly

found some gumption from somewhere is difficult to decide but

whatever the reason, it is the home side that take the lead as

midfielder IANIS HAGI chases a long punt up field before

beating the last man to slot the ball home.

Forward ROONEY then makes it 2-0 after 76 minutes and

Thors are reeling as 10 man Redstox, who had hardly

mustered a shot all game, are comfortably in the lead. Thors

try and pull one back and start showing some purpose but

they are caught on the break and a third, scored with just 9

minutes to go, is enough to kill the game off.

Truthfully, I must say, it is probably Thors who deserved to

win this if anyone did but a sterling performance from sweeper

DESMONDO and clinical finishing from Redstox when the

chance presented itself was the difference out there today.
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BOTAFOGO vs IMMORTALS FC

AC TRUJILLO vs ST HELENS

CLUB PARADISIO vs FC SPROUT

INTER WALLS vs DAGGERS FC

Bowl First Round Draw

AC AQUA SULIS. vs HARLEYS HEROES

HAWTONVILLE F.C vs KETTERING (NL)

TOTO ALBINI vs WYMONDHAM TOWN

SOUTHPORT(NL) vs SUTTON UTD(NL)

TELFORD UTD(NL) vs IFK DIDI

SLEEPING WOODS vs WYCOMBE FC

LOFTUS OLYMPICS vs CHEAM CHARGERS

SOFIA UTD vs AETHEL WULF AS

HASTINGS UTD (NL) vs ENFIELD (NL)

WALSALL TOWN vs MARGATE (NL)

SNOWDONIA FC vs WOKING (NL)

STEVENAGE (NL) vs DRAGON UTD

ALFRETON TOWN (NL) vs WELLING (NL)

NEW CALEDONIA vs THORS HAMMERS

FLOWSERVE FC vs CARLSHALTON (NL)

HEDNESFORD (NL) vs WESTERN RAIDERS

TRANSFER TRAILS
Just one measly deal in the open market as forward RUKIN

goes to AS Centurions from Burnden Villa for 375k.

Much more excitement in the auction though as youthful talent

abounds and clubs step up greedily to snatch them up. Inter

Walls manage to get young prospect goalkeeper GERIENT for

just over 1100k while Snowdonia invest heavily in shoring up

their defence with the acquisition of sweeper BOWEN, arguably

paying much more that what the market thought he was worth

but player is worth what a club is prepared to pay. Young

defender EVANS goes to Harleys as they look to strengthen

what is already a strong squad. Saints buy the aptly named

midfielder ST DAVID, seeing off a close bid. Crazy Town buy

the Welsh twins SEABROKE and SEABROKE, two very good

acquisitions for the future while the slightly more mature (but

not much) defender COLLINS is snapped up by Daggers as

they look to strengthen their back line. Midfielder DERFEL, well

on his way to becoming a P/S player is snapped up by

Wycombe for a very reasonable 376k while Sandwich Town

strengthen their attacking capabilities by bringing in fast

learning forward GORNOWY for 777k.
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UP FOR THE CUP
1st Round replay Highlights

***the tie between Aqua Sulis and Hutnik remains goal-

less after 120 minutes played so it is all decided by the

penalty lottery and it’s Hutnik who go through 4-3***The tie

between Burnden Villa and Hawtonville is also goal-less

after 120 played and it’s Burnden who progress here after

an easier penalty shoot out***A third tie also produces

exactly the same outcome as the first two, this time it’s

between Aethulwulf and Hendon Gooners with the latter

scraping through in the shoot-out***Trujillo pull off a shock

as they dump out division 1 side Toto Albini in a game they

thoroughly deserved to win and a packed home ground sees

them score 2 goals in extra time to progress***Horizon

struggle away against non league Telford but forward

BUNGLE gives them a goal which is enough to see them

through ***

LEAGUE CUP HIGHLIGHTS
(Second Round 2nd legs)

Botafogo don’t ease up at all on poor minnows FC Porto

and score 6 with no reply to take the tie 11 to

nothing***Trujillo continue their giant-killing heroics, this

time they put Wymondham Town to the sword with a

comprehensive 2-0 victory***Immortals fans finally get

something to cheer about as they see their side pull off an

epic comeback, 3 nil down from the first leg and looking

dead in the water, they score 3 to no reply in normal time

and steal the winner in extra time to go through in style,

LOKI their hat-trick hero***Toto Albibi go goal crazy in front

of their own fans, carrying just a slim 1 goal advantage from

the first leg they score 8 at home to emphatically dump out

division 4 side Walsall Town***Daggers keep on piling cup

misery on Wycombe who, despite a valiant effort, are well

beaten 3-1 in the end to bow out of this competition courtesy

once again of BARRETT’s men***St Helens are far too

strong for lowly Sandwich Town as they give them a

footballing lesson in front of their own fans to proceed 9-3

on aggregate***Edoras make 1st division side Inter Walls

work very, very hard in order to progress, a 22nd minute goal

from MONK being the slim difference between the 2 sides

but they progress comfortably 3 to nothing overall***Saints

lose on their homepatch to Snowdonia despite utterly

dominating proceedings but had done more than enough in

the first leg to go through 5-1 on aggregate***

Third Round Draw

CITY BOYZ vs AS CENTURIONS

SOFIA UTD vs TOTO ALBINI

FLOWSERVE FC vs SAINTS

BORUSSIA WIGAN vs MARSEILLE
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MANAGER OF THE MONTH
DIVISION ONE: goes to Manager BARRETT of Daggers,

a great session for them once more

DIVISION TWO: goes to Manager SYMONDS of AC

Trujillo, good away win in the league and giant-killing

exploits galore in the cups

DIVISION THREE: goes to Manager ENGSLEV of City

Boyz, winning ugly but winning in the league and

progressing against higher placed opposition in the

league cup

DIVISION FOUR: goes to Manager REISER of Purley

Kings, a good league win to keep them in contention

RESULTS ROUND-UP

TEMPERATURE: Cold

Week ten

DIVISION 1

SAINTS 3 : 0 INTER WALLS (H - 0.3)
Dempsey 9,17 Att 51184
De stroy 13 Wind: Brisk
Pitch: Wet 
BORUSSIA WIGAN 0 : 0 WYMONDHAM TOWN (A - 0.3)
Att 49541 Wind: Gale
Pitch: Wet 

WYCOMBE FC 3 : 1 SPIRITUS SANTOS (H - 2.3)
Ducos 14 Mcstopper 64(og)
Lurpak 23 Att 45162
Lashack 78 Wind: Brisk
Pitch: Good 

FC SPROUT 5 : 0 TOTO ALBINI (H - 1.3)
Spudeyesashcins 7 Att 60006
Bellamy 38 Wind: Brisk
Ricter 44,66 Pitch: Wet
Ali bonka 55 
bkd - Spudeyesashcins (51) 
DAGGERS FC 4 : 2 IMMORTALS FC (H - 0.5)
Cohen 51 Greening 52
Frears 57 Loki 65
Toppov 71,87 Att 53091
Wind: Brisk Pitch: Muddy
BOTAFOGO 5 : 0 CLUB PARADISIO (H - 0.7)
Heklar 7,82 Att 51000*
Governor inccie 16,71 Wind: Brisk
Gillespie 50 Pitch: Wet
bkd - Heklar (17) 

DIVISION 2

AC AQUA SULIS 0 : 4 AC TRUJILLO (A - 0.9)
Att 27419 Fulgur 37
Wind: Brisk Bauer 71,75
Pitch: Frozen Scheherazade 79

AS CENTURIONS 4 : 3 HOBBITON UTD (H - 1.9)
Wrestler 10 Crekle 18,67
Paladino 57,84 Mcadder 33
Yu won 84 Att 37381

Wind: Brisk Pitch: Good

FC CRAZY TOWN 2 : 0 SNOWDONIA FC (H - 0.7)
Elkjaer 43 Att 28796
Kompany 87 Wind: Brisk
bkd - VÔller (75)/ Pitch: Good
Hakonnen (64) 

NEW CALEDONIA 0 : 0 ST HELENS TOWN (A - 1.5)
bkd - Col o’leprechau (3) bkd - Zeuas deewater (74)
Att 29460 Wind: Gale
Pitch: Wet 
SOFIA UTD 1 : 1 HAWTONVILLE F.C (H - 0.9)
Honecker 30 Kelly 44
Att 30578 Wind: Brisk
Pitch: Muddy 
SUNDERLAND FTM 2 : 0 LOFTUS OLYMPICS (H - 0.3)
Jens 71 Att 39005
Ducati 81 Wind: Brisk
Pitch: Wet 

DIVISION 3

HENDON GOONERS 0 : 1 FC PORTO (A - 1.5)
Att 28956 Futre 69
Wind: Light Pitch: Muddy
EDORAS FC 1 : 0 BURNDEN VILLA (A - 0.3)
Hulmet 9 Att 27944
Wind: Brisk Pitch: Muddy
HUTNIK K.S. 0 : 0 AETHEL WULF AS (H - 0.5)
Att 27490* Wind: Light
Pitch: Muddy 
MARSEILLE 1 : 2 FOREST ISLAND (A - 0.3)
Romario 12 Dobrin 5(og)
Att 29427 Six 10
Wind: Brisk Pitch: Muddy
DRAGON UTD 4 : 3 I.F.K.DIDI (A - 0.1)
Filipe 25 Kieftski 48,89
Maloy 39 Albertz 79
Holzenbein 56,88 Att 26868
Wind: Brisk Pitch: Frozen
ULPHA ROVERS 0 : 1 CITY BOYZ (A - 0.3)
Att 22438 Dobrinoiu 86
Wind: Brisk Pitch: Frozen

DIVISION 4

SANDWICH TOWN 1 : 2 HARLEYS HEROES (A - 0.3)
Mersen 23 Hauptmann 51
bkd - Poletta (3)/ Jussi 82
Liege (61)/ bkd - Hauptmann (29)
Valente (66) Att 33386
Wind: Brisk Pitch: Wet
*Derby Game* 
PURLEY KINGS 5 : 1 FLOWSERVE FC (A - 0.1)
Masovia 4,27 Schwartz 73
B arshavin 10,29 bkd - Capital (81)
A arshavin 65 Inj - Reagan (4)
bkd - Stalin (88) Att 34158
Wind: Brisk Pitch: Good
*Derby Game* 

SLEEPING WOODS 3 : 4 WALSALL TOWN (H - 0.3)
Sharapova 76(p),81 Gruff 2(og)
Nunn 78 Boric 36,80
Att 18665 Kavana 81
Wind: Brisk Pitch: Wet
NLP-REDSTOX 3 : 0 THORS HAMMERS (A - 0.1)
Ianis hagi 61 Att 28187
Rooney 76 Wind: Brisk
Arshavin 85 Pitch: Frozen
bkd - Danilo (12)/ 
Varane (54) 
off - Danilo (57) 
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AC TRUJILLO 2 : 0 WYMONDHAM TOWN (A - 0.7)
Peeters 34,64 Att 35473
Wind: Light Pitch: Frozen

(AC TRUJILLO WIN 2-0 ON AGGREGATE)

IMMORTALS FC 4 : 0 FC CRAZY TOWN (H - 0.1)
Ruges 23 Att 46253 [AET]
Loki 32,60,111 Wind: Brisk
Pitch: Frozen 

(IMMORTALS FC WIN 4-3 ON AGGREGATE)

LOFTUS OLYMPICS 0 : 1 AS CENTURIONS (A - 0.5)
Att 35785 Paladino 57
Wind: Gale Pitch: Frozen

(AS CENTURIONS WIN 4-1 ON AGGREGATE)

AETHEL WULF AS 0 : 1 MARSEILLE (A - 0.9)
Att 32577 Romario 6
Wind: Brisk bkd - Romario (62)
Pitch: Muddy Inj - Hesketh (2)

(MARSEILLE WIN 1-0 ON AGGREGATE)

TOTO ALBINI 8 : 0 WALSALL TOWN (H - 2.1)
Catarella 2 Att 41703
Salvo 8,17,38 Wind: Brisk
Quizcrans hoopl 17,74 Pitch: Wet
Decimus rex 35 
Rush 49 

(TOTO ALBINI WIN 9-0 ON AGGREGATE)

DAGGERS FC 3 : 1 WYCOMBE FC (H - 0.1)
Thomas hearns 26 Turkan 14
Socrates 47 Att 53439
Montparsnne 65 Wind: Brisk
Pitch: Wet 

(DAGGERS FC WIN 6-3 ON AGGREGATE)

NLP-REDSTOX 1 : 0 FLOWSERVE FC (A - 0.7)
Arshavin 84 Att 28075
bkd - Lennon (47) Wind: Gale
Pitch: Good 

(FLOWSERVE FC WIN 2-1 ON AGGREGATE)

SANDWICH TOWN 1 : 3 ST HELENS TOWN (A - 2.3)
Jensen 22 Dandy 9
Att 27410 Talau 24
Wind: Brisk Ozil turk 60
Pitch: Wet 

(ST HELENS TOWN WIN 9-3 ON AGGREGATE)

SOFIA UTD 4 : 1 THORS HAMMERS (H - 0.7)
Carakivanov 6 Stauning 69
Honecker 38,48 Att 31042
Borika 73 Wind: Light
Pitch: Frozen 

(SOFIA UTD WIN 9-3 ON AGGREGATE)

INTER WALLS 1 : 0 EDORAS FC (H - 0.5)
Monk 22 Att 33055
Wind: Brisk Pitch: Muddy

(INTER WALLS WIN 3-0 ON AGGREGATE)

HAWTONVILLE F.C 0 : 0 CITY BOYZ (A - 1.7)
Att 23828 Wind: Light [AET]
Pitch: Muddy 

CITY BOYZ WIN PENALTY SHOOTOUT 8 - 7

CLUB PARADISIO 3 : 0 RED STAR KAROVA (H - 1.1)
Tai kwan do 7,76 Att 48134
Luvana 53 Wind: Brisk
Pitch: Frozen 

(CLUB PARADISIO WIN 3-0 ON AGGREGATE)

FOREST ISLAND 0 : 0 FC SPROUT (A - 1.7)
Att 38794* Wind: Brisk
Pitch: Good 

(FC SPROUT WIN 5-0 ON AGGREGATE)

RED STAR KAROVA 0 : 0 HORIZON FC (H - 0.5)
Att 38352 bkd - Ji sung chi (45)
Wind: Light off - Saints (70)
Pitch: Good *Derby Game*

CHEAM CHARGERS 6 : 0 WESTERN RAIDERS (H - 5.9)
Caracas 5 Att 25778
Jefferies 12,61 Wind: Brisk
Holtz 12 Pitch: Muddy
Tynecki 66 
Hudson 76 

Week eleven

THE JACKSON CUP

3rd round replays

AC AQUA SULIS 0 : 0 HUTNIK K.S. (A - 0.5)
Att 26614 Wind: Brisk [AET]
Pitch: Frozen 

HUTNIK K.S. WIN PENALTY SHOOTOUT 4 - 3

BURNDEN VILLA 0 : 0 HAWTONVILLE F.C (H - 0.3)
Att 24835 Wind: Brisk [AET]
Pitch: Good 

BURNDEN VILLA WIN PENALTY SHOOTOUT 3 - 1

AETHEL WULF AS 0 : 0 HENDON GOONERS (H - 0.1)
bkd - Camelodunum (98) Inj - Henriksen (2) [AET]
Att 32793 Wind: Brisk
Pitch: Frozen 

HENDON GOONERS WIN PENALTY SHOOTOUT 5 - 4

SPIRITUS SANTOS 1 : 0 LOFTUS OLYMPICS (A - 1.3)
Merlin 102 Att 29013 [AET]
bkd - Sand (61) Wind: Brisk
Pitch: Muddy 

WYMONDHAM TOWN 0 : 1 SAINTS (A - 0.1)
Att 41327* Dempsey 62
Wind: Light Pitch: Wet
BOTAFOGO 3 : 0 SOFIA UTD (H - 0.9)
Heklar 8 Att 49346
Gillespie 40 Wind: Brisk
Kinnear 42 Pitch: Wet

AC TRUJILLO 2 : 0 TOTO ALBINI ( - )
Ajman=bridge 101 Att 35538 [AET]
Scheherazade 113 Wind: Brisk
Pitch: Wet 
HOBBITON UTD 3 : 0 SOUTHPORT(NL) (H - 0.7)
Crekle 4,33 bkd - Bules (14)/
Stuka 89 Darfield (69)/
Att 29868 Smith (64)
Wind: Brisk Pitch: Frozen
WEYMOUTH(NL) 1 : 0 SUTTON UTD(NL) (H - 0.7)
Oakes 82 bkd - Pethick (88)
Att 15423 Wind: Brisk
Pitch: Frozen 

TELFORD UTD(NL) 0 : 1 HORIZON FC (A - 0.9)
bkd - Pethick (76)/ Bungle 68
Corven (38) Att 21409
Wind: Brisk Pitch: Frozen

Week twelve

THE JACKSON LEAGUE CUP

2nd round 3nd legs

BOTAFOGO 6 : 0 FC PORTO (H - 1.5)
Gillespie 22,29 Att 49242
Viccy 45 Wind: Brisk
Governor inccie 57 Pitch: Wet
Heklar 73,90 

(BOTAFOGO WIN 11-0 ON AGGREGATE)
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BORUSSIA WIGAN 3 : 0 SPIRITUS SANTOS (H - 2.1)
Sorrento 100 Att 40913 [AET]
Socrates 100 Wind: Brisk
Effenberg 101 Pitch: Wet

(BORUSSIA WIGAN WIN 3-0 ON AGGREGATE)

SAINTS 0 : 1 SNOWDONIA FC (H - 1.7)
Att 50064 Dacos 35
Wind: Brisk Pitch: Good

(SAINTS WIN 5-1 ON AGGREGATE)

JACKSON FRIENDLIES

INTER WALLS 0 : 0 LEEK TOWN(NL) (A - 2.1)

AC AQUA SULIS 0 : 3 HERNE BAY(NL) (A - 3.7)

AS CENTURIONS 1 : 0 SUNDERLAND FTM (H - 3.3)

BORUSSIA WIGAN 1 : 2 ILFORD(NL) (A - 1.3)

CHEAM CHARGERS 0 : 0 TRURO CITY(NL) (A - 2.3)

THORS HAMMERS 1 : 0 DAGGERS FC (A - 0.1)

WALSALL TOWN 1 : 0 DRAGON UTD (H - 0.5)
bkd - Merthyr (20)/ bkd - Roma (27)/
Kavana (13) Bologna (47)/

  Maloy (69)

FC CRAZY TOWN 1 : 0 TAMWORTH(NL) (H - 0.7)

SANDWICH TOWN 0 : 1 FLOWSERVE FC (A - 3.3)

FOREST ISLAND 0 : 0 HARLEYS HEROES (A - 0.9)

HENDON GOONERS 1 : 0 WHITBY TOWN(NL) (H - 1.1)

SLEEPING WOODS 0 : 0 HOBBITON UTD (A - 0.1)

ROMULUS(NL) 2 : 0 IMMORTALS FC (H - 4.9)

ULPHA ROVERS 1 : 0 MARSEILLE (H - 0.3)

NEW CALEDONIA 0 : 2 ST HELENS TOWN (A - 2.3)

PURLEY KINGS 0 : 2 FC PORTO (A - 2.3)

RED STAR KAROVA 6 : 0 I.F.K.DIDI (H - 4.5)

SNOWDONIA FC 0 : 1 WESTERN RAIDERS (H - 1.1)

WYCOMBE FC 0 : 0 MET POLICE(NL) (A - 0.9)

EDORAS FC 4 : 0 HORIZON FC (H - 3.7)

BURNDEN VILLA 0 : 0 NLP-REDSTOX (A - 1.7)

KICKABOUT and all it's ideas , programs and written materials are the copyright property of Spellbinder Games & C T
DempseyKickdist@gmail.com: Tel:07470132611

WEATHER FORECAST

Temperature next session: Cold

Predicted wind speed next session: Light

WHOSE

GONNA

DIG

UP

THE

SPROUTS
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JACKSON LEAGUE. DIVISION 1

...TEAM NAME... PL W D L F A Dif Pts

1 FC SPROUT 5 4 1 0 19 2 17 13

2 BOTAFOGO 5 4 1 0 16 0 16 13

3 SAINTS 5 4 0 1 14 8 6 12

4 CLUB PARADISIO 5 4 0 1 6 5 1 12

5 DAGGERS FC 5 3 0 2 9 6 3 9

6 BORUSSIA WIGAN 5 2 1 2 4 7 -3 7

7 WYMONDHAM TOWN 5 1 3 1 5 3 2 6

8 WYCOMBE FC 5 2 0 3 5 6 -1 6

9 INTER WALLS 5 1 1 3 6 12 -6 4

10 TOTO ALBINI 5 1 0 4 1 12 -11 3

11 IMMORTALS FC 5 0 1 4 5 14 -9 1

12 SPIRITUS SANTOS 5 0 0 5 2 17 -15 0

JACKSON LEAGUE. DIVISION 2
...TEAM NAME... PL W D L F A Dif Pts

1 SOFIA UTD 5 4 1 0 13 1 12 13

2 NEW CALEDONIA 5 4 1 0 11 4 7 13

3 FC CRAZY TOWN 5 2 3 0 4 1 3 9

4 AC TRUJILLO 5 3 0 2 12 10 2 9

5 AS CENTURIONS 5 3 0 2 14 13 1 9

6 ST HELENS TOWN 5 2 1 2 5 3 2 7

7 SUNDERLAND FTM 5 2 1 2 6 6 0 7

8 SNOWDONIA FC 5 2 0 3 10 5 5 6

9 HAWTONVILLE F.C 5 1 2 2 3 5 -2 5

10 HOBBITON UTD 5 1 0 4 10 20 -10 3

11 AC AQUA SULIS 5 1 0 4 3 14 -11 3

12 LOFTUS OLYMPICS 5 0 1 4 1 10 -9 1

KICKABOUT and all it's ideas , programs and written materials are the copyright property of Spellbinder Games & C T
DempseyKickdist@gmail.com: Tel:07470132611

JACKSON LEAGUE. DIVISION 3

...TEAM NAME... PL W D L F A Dif Pts

1 CITY BOYZ 5 4 1 0 7 0 7 13

2 FOREST ISLAND 5 2 3 0 9 1 8 9

3 ULPHA ROVERS 5 2 2 1 4 1 3 8

4 EDORAS FC 5 2 2 1 8 7 1 8

5 BURNDEN VILLA 5 2 1 2 4 3 1 7

6 FC PORTO 5 1 4 0 1 0 1 7

7 DRAGON UTD 5 2 1 2 7 13 -6 7

8 MARSEILLE 5 1 2 2 5 6 -1 5

9 HUTNIK K.S. 5 1 2 2 1 2 -1 5

10 AETHEL WULF AS 5 0 4 1 1 2 -1 4

11 HENDON GOONERS 5 0 3 2 0 4 -4 3

12 I.F.K.DIDI 5 0 1 4 5 13 -8 1

JACKSON LEAGUE. DIVISION 4
...TEAM NAME... PL W D L F A Dif Pts

1 RED STAR KAROVA 5 3 2 0 13 2 11 11

2 THORS HAMMERS 5 3 1 1 8 4 4 10

3 HORIZON FC 5 3 1 1 4 1 3 10

4 PURLEY KINGS 5 3 0 2 10 4 6 9

5 FLOWSERVE FC 5 3 0 2 7 10 -3 9

6 CHEAM CHARGERS 5 2 2 1 8 2 6 8

7 NLP-REDSTOX 5 2 2 1 6 3 3 8

8 HARLEYS HEROES 5 2 1 2 10 8 2 7

9 WALSALL TOWN 5 2 0 3 10 14 -4 6

10 SANDWICH TOWN 5 1 1 3 3 7 -4 4

11 SLEEPING WOODS 5 1 0 4 7 8 -1 3

12 WESTERN RAIDERS 5 0 0 5 1 24 -23 0

KICKABOUT MUSINGS

Managers often complain about training injuries, but there is a

simple way to help mitigate this. Have a decent squad with a

couple of reserves. A high value UT who can slot in any where is

always a great help. But I need cash in the bank, I hear you say,

just in case that level 20 MF/AD appears in the auction (which of

course you will be outbid for). And strangely enough the ones

who scream about that training injury are usually those with ten

million stuffed away doing nothing to enhance their squad

whatsoever
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GROUP 1

WALES 1 : 2 S.AMERICA (A - 1.1)
Brithdir 26 Caracas 6
Att 34750 Socrates 34
Wind: Calm Pitch: Wet
ITALY 3 : 1 ENGLAND (H - 0.7)
Casomoree 81 Rooney 52
Giannino 82,89 Att 67552
bkd - Giannino (48)/ Wind: Calm
Casomoree (29) Pitch: Good

FRANCE 1 : 0 SCOTLAND (H - 0.7)
Montparsnne 36 Att 61889
Wind: Calm Pitch: Good

GROUP 2

POLAND 0 : 1 RUSSIA (H - 1.5)
Inj - Lech (2) Falcativ 68
Att 64271 bkd - Arshavin (11)
Wind: Calm Inj - Arshavin (1)
Pitch: Wet 

ASIA 0 : 0 NORWAY (H - 0.9)
Att 66288 Wind: Calm
Pitch: Good 
GERMANY 0 : 1 PORTUGAL (H - 0.1)
Att 51193 Souza 42
Wind: Calm Pitch: Good

INTERNATIONALS - GROUP 1

...TEAM NAME... PL W D L F A W D L F A Dif Pts

1 FRANCE 3 2 0 0 5 0 0 1 0 1 1 5 8

2 S.AMERICA 3 0 0 1 0 3 2 0 0 3 1 -1 8

3 ITALY 3 1 0 1 3 2 1 0 0 1 0 2 7

4 ENGLAND 3 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 4 3 1 5

5 SCOTLAND 3 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 -1 4

6 WALES 3 0 0 2 1 3 0 0 1 0 4 -6 0

INTERNATIONALS - GROUP 2
...TEAM NAME... PL W D L F A W D L F A Dif Pts

1 RUSSIA 3 0 0 1 0 2 2 0 0 2 0 0 8

2 POLAND 3 1 0 1 4 2 1 0 0 2 1 3 7

3 NORWAY 3 0 0 1 0 5 1 1 0 2 0 -3 6

4 ASIA 3 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 5

5 GERMANY 3 0 0 2 1 3 1 0 0 5 0 3 4

6 PORTUGAL 3 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 2 4 -3 4

INTERNATIONAL ROUND UP
Italy steal a victory against England, scoring 3 goals in the last 10 minutes as concentration levels plummet for the away

side who had worked so hard for 80 minutes to keep a dominant Italy on the backfoot. France cement their position at the

top with a solid, if uninspiring win against Scotland.

Poland lose to Russia in a classic Commie smash and grab but retain top spot thanks to a lacklustre performance from

Germany that sees them sink like the Bismarck to lowly Portugal

NOTES FOR CHRIS
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LEADING SCORERS

DIVISION 1
1 SPUDEYESASHCINSFC SPROUT 10

2 GILLESPIE BOTAFOGO 8

3 HEKLAR BOTAFOGO 8

4 DEMPSEY SAINTS 7

5 VEN GLYND FC SPROUT 5

6 GIANNINO SAINTS 5

7 ZIVA SAINTS 5

8 GOVERNOR INCCIEBOTAFOGO 4

DIVISION 2
1 HONECKER SOFIA UTD 8

2 MOLE NEW CALEDONIA 5

3 HOOIJDONK NEW CALEDONIA 5

4 DRAMQVUIST AS CENTURIONS 5

5 BAUER AC TRUJILLO 5

6 CREKLE HOBBITON UTD 4

7 TAKANOWA SOFIA UTD 4

8 WRESTLER AS CENTURIONS 4

DIVISION 3
1 DALGLISH FOREST ISLAND 6

2 ROMARIO MARSEILLE 4

3 GARAY ULPHA ROVERS 3

4 DOBRINOIU CITY BOYZ 3

5 HOLZENBEIN DRAGON UTD 3

6 ALBERTZ I.F.K.DIDI 3

7 FUTRE FC PORTO 3

8 TIGANA CITY BOYZ 2

DIVISION 4
1 RADASCU THORS HAMMERS 8

2 PELE RED STAR KAROVA 7

3 FEBREEZE SANDWICH TOWN 6

4 BORIC WALSALL TOWN 5

5 MERSEN SANDWICH TOWN 5

6 SONGOK RED STAR KAROVA 4

7 B ARSHAVIN PURLEY KINGS 4

8 JARDEL THORS HAMMERS 4

KICKABOUT and all it's ideas , programs and written materials are the copyright property of Spellbinder Games & C T
DempseyKickdist@gmail.com: Tel:07470132611

PRIVATE DEALS

BURNDEN VILLA sold RUKIN (20-9 FW) to AS CENTURIONS for 375K

All deals completed successfully!

THE ROLE OF SHAME

The following players are all suspended next session for the

number of games shown besides their name :- DANILO [1] (NLP-

REDSTOX) / SAINTS [1] (HORIZON FC) /

Consec. Home Wins

Fc Sprout 8 games

Wymondham Town 4 games

As Centurions 3 games

MANAGERIAL RATINGS - ATTENDANCE

TOP

FC SPROUT - 0

SAINTS - 2

BOTAFOGO - 4

BOTTOM

HAWTONVILLE F.C - 90

ULPHA ROVERS - 92

SLEEPING WOODS - 94

MANAGERIAL RATINGS - MPS

TOP

HAWTONVILLE F.C - 0

INTER WALLS - 2

FC SPROUT - 2

BOTTOM

RED STAR KAROVA - 90

SPIRITUS SANTOS - 90

FC CRAZY TOWN - 94

MANAGERIAL RATINGS - APPS

TOP

HENDON GOONERS - 0

DAGGERS FC - 2

HARLEYS HEROES - 2

BOTTOM

HAWTONVILLE F.C - 86

CITY BOYZ - 92

HUTNIK K.S. - 94

Since A Home Win

Loftus Olympics 15 games

Sleeping Woods 12 games

Sandwich Town 9 games

Inter Walls 6 games
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AUCTION RESULTS
  POS STATS NAME CLUB  FEE NO NHIGH

1) GK 17-1 GERIENT (INTER WALLS)1  189K 10 1002K

2) SW 18-4 BOWEN (SNOWDONIA FC)1  007K 9 651K

3) DF 17-2 EVANS (HARLEYS HEROES)1  219K 8 1155K

4) MF 18-2 ST DAVID (SAINTS)  916K 15 899K

5) FW 18-2 SEABROKE (FC CRAZY TOWN)  777K 8 389K

6) UT 18-4 SEABROKE (FC CRAZY TOWN)  888K 8 808K

7) DF 19-9 COLLINS (DAGGERS FC)  1429K 14 1400K

8) MF 19-9 DERFEL (WYCOMBE FC)  376K 3 250K

9) FW 19-9 GORONWY (SANDWICH TOWN)  777K 7 678K

10)  SUPERPHYSIO  (HAWTONVILLE F.C)  388K 5 358K

All players not shown were unsold.

1) Miracle recovery - nominate a fader and he becomes a fast riser

2) Wrong passport - nominated player is actually 3 years older than his current age. He has to return
home to get a new passport (susp 4) but while at home attends a guru training course and come back 4 levels
higher. If this takes him above level twelve he will become a level 12 star

3) Captain training course (+150 captains games) to nominated player

4) Last hurrah - riser loses riser status but gains three levels (to max 12), nominate on bidding

5) The Neuer - nominate gk and he becomes a sw with bw90/cr90 and three levels higher to max 12 
and becomes a riser

6) Internal promotion - nominated player of level6+ retires but comes back as a super physio

7) Swap - two nominated players have bw/cr stats swapped

8) Creative boost - add 20 points to Cr stat of nominated player to max 95

9) Power boost - add 20 pts to Bw stat of nominated player to max of 95

10) STAR STATUS - nominate player and he has a 20% chance of becoming a star in s5 to 9

11) FW  18-2  P/S APP  Skyter of Harleys Heroes

         {RES 150k - 62% BW/ 64% CR}

12) MF/G  24-4  P/S - ( p)gravesen of Wymondham Town

         {RES 500k - 61% BW/ 37% CR}

Please note that from now onwards it is illegal to sell any player and then buy him back in the next three session

FOR ANY REASON WHATSOEVER. If you do that playing will be banned for life and you will lose him
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AUCTION NOTES
From now onwards we would like you to always write, `don't sell if he turns star in the messages to GM box
EVEN IF HE IS A LEVEL TWELVE STAR, as well as ticking the relevant DON'T SELL box in teampick. NOTE
THAT TICKING THE BOX IS THE MAIN DECISION-MAKER IN WHETHER A PLAYER IS SOLD OR NOT, the
GM Message is just to help the GM as during the transfers we have no way of knowing whether a player has
become level twelev in THAT SESSION.!

Also PLEASE DO NOT leave partially-completed transfers in your transfer section, i.e. leaving the team name
or the player, etc., it is laziness on your part and might result in strange things happening to your team!!!

And you MUST spell the names of the players included in any deal  correctly. If you don't then the program might
refuse them and they don't go through, so be careful.

In future, you are allowed multiple conditional bids from which the program will attempt to purchase just
one item.  However, you are also allowed multiple Unconditional bids from which the program will attempt to
purchase all. teampick users just have to use the relevant  boxes in the program, those who don't use teampick
must ensure they stick to these rules and make it clear on their turns just what they want to happen in their
bidding process.

LSO, be careful when doing deals etc. The program works on team order, which can cause problems.
Best idea is NOT to have 25 players in your squad at the start of a turn and do deals and sell to NL, cos if
the manager you are doing a deal with has  a lower team number than yours, the program will say you
have no space in your squad, even though you are trying to sell players to the non-league.  His orders

will be processed before yours!!

ROLLING AUCTION LEVELS
The following are the minimum levels relating to each session for entering players into the rolling auction:-

SESSIONS  MIN LEVEL

1 to 3  5

4 to 5  6

6 to 8  7

9 to 10  8

11+  9

These are also the same levels which decide whether a player will go straight to N/L when out of contract rather then
being put into the auction
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SOCIAL MEDIA
We have finally been dragged kicking and screaming into the 21st Century , pity all dinsoaurs aren't like that and

have upped our presence on social media sites. Links to our pages will soon appear on the web-site, but in the

meantime we can be foudn on

FACEBOOK - kickabout online

and Twitter

Online Kickabout

MARKING UPDATE

We have worked out a system to check on anybody who is using
last season's marking numbers for the current season. Basically
the program will save a list of all valid marking successes each
session and if somebody cries foul, that he has been marked
by somebody who hasn't scouted him, we can check and say
yea or nay.

So from now onwards if you use last season's numbers then you will be
found out AND if guilty the result of the game will either be reversed or

decided against you.

CREDIT CARD PAYMENTS Can be made to us using
the PAYPAL service. So if you want to pay anything by credit card

then you could register with them and give it a try. Also note that if

you send your payments as a gift ALL of the cash reaches us

without any paypal fees being charged at our end and all is

credited to your account.

You can pay by card/paypal through our new web-site

kickaboutonline.co.uk
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KICKABOUT SERVICES
MAILING - rather than sending SELF-SEALING

SSAE's, rather than getting charged a £1
postage when you neglect to send one in or if
they don't arrive. Pay for all-season mailing
and we provide the envelope, the stamp, and
the sticky label as well. No sweat. A season
costs £25.00 overseas, £15.00 UK, or pro

rataish if started during the season.   

ALL EMAIL - if you have shomatch/ teampick then you
can elect not to have any hardcopies sent to
you at all as everything can be done by email.
Just let us know if you wish to do this in future.
Handy for those abroad or in difficult postal
areas. If you play in more than one league, and
paid for all season mailing it's actually cheaper to buy

shomatch and do it this way. 

TEAMPICK/ SHOMATCH/ MARKINFO - all
the info you need for these programs is at -
www.Teampick.co.uk 

NEW WEB-SITE  is now up and
running, www.Kickaboutonline. co.uk to see the
goodies 

MARKING INFO - Tim Dodge has put together
a clever little program that allowss shomatch subscribers
to gather all the international squads together each
session so that you can use that info to get marking info.
Shomatch/ teampick subscribers get a file sent out a file
with all the int squads listed and this program pulls them
all together. Makes it easier than ploughing through back
newsletters, etc.

THE KICKABOUT COMMUNITY

EMAIL CHAT LIST - yes, you can subscribe

to our email discussion group. There is a list

for general Kickabout topics, a list for each

individual league, one for the vulcano, one for

teampick subscribers, even one for the

weekend players. Learn more about the game,

talk to other players and the Gm. To subscribe

to the main list send a blank email to

Kickabout-subscribe@yahoogroups.com. For

others you do the same except put the league,

name with Ka- infront of  subscribe. However,

some league lists have an ending in .co.uk

instead of .com, so if one doesn't work then

please try the other!!

One thing to note about subscribing to the list,

we post a regular schedule of where every

league is in the processing schedule, when it is

sent out, when the latest return-by-date is. This

is of great help and if you have email you

should really be receiving this.
Latest version now available at 

https://cloud.invisibles.org/index.php/s/

IRZTnvG4zmbNXBt

KICKABOUT and all it's ideas , programs and written materials are the copyright property of Spellbinder Games & C T
DempseyKickdist@gmail.com: Tel:07470132611

PLEASE NOTE THAT UNLESS YOU SUBSCRIBE TO

TEAMPICK/SHOMATCH THEN YOUR TEAMSHEETS

WILL ALWAYS BE SENT OUT BY POST. EMAIL TURNS

ARE ONLY SENT TO TEAMPICK/ SHOMATCH

SUBSCRIBERS
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BULK PAYMENT OF TURN FEES - 

remember if you pay £59.50 at one time (which can cover

more than one team) you get an extra free turn credited to

your account. This offer does not include shomatch/weekend

or special offers monies!

KICKABOUT and all it's ideas , programs and written materials are the copyright property of Spellbinder Games & C T
DempseyKickdist@gmail.com: Tel:07470132611

STANDING ORDER PAYMENTS - you can also pay your turn fees

by standing order now. Contact us for details about how

to do this and remember that this is not only the way to

spread your payments over the year rather than having to

find a lump sum at the start of every season, but it is also

the way to avoid those dreaded double turn fees. With SO

payments this can’t happen.
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NORWICH WEEKEND IN MAY 2021
Another KA wekend has been booked for 6th to 9th of May next year in Norwich.

SO why not put it in your diaries NOW, and make it a bumper weekend in a really good environment
me hearties?

The Norwich Hotel is where the action takes place, book direct

Cost to us is a measly £40

First takers are Steve Thompson, Richard Pickup , Chris Moore, Niel Humphries Graeme Miller, Andy

Baker, Paul Butler, Dave Craven, Neil Barrett & Seamus (All credits moved from Glasgow) & Dave

Hargraves

ADVANCE NOTICE
There will be another galway weekend in october of next year

Long way ahead but as usual already proving popular

Seamus is the first taker

Jens, Morten, Bo, Neil Barrett, Cranners, Craig, Paul Sutton, Steadders, Puffo, Rob the

Lewis, Danny B, Paul Butters & Mashman, have all intimated that they have the date in

their diary so it is filling up fast you laggards.

JACKSON REPRESENTATIVE SQUAD
1) CAP GK 33-12  IMMORTALS FC
2) ATTWOOD GK 22-13  CLUB PARADISIO
3) PEBEO SW 24-12 P FC SPROUT
4) CORRIGAN SW 21-12 P/S BOTAFOGO
5) GINETTA DF/A 19-12 P/S SAINTS
6) EDAS DF 24-13 S HARLEYS HEROES
7) PATHIA DF 26-12 P/S BOTAFOGO
8) AUGUSTINE DF/A 26-12 S SOFIA UTD
9) MALLAY DF 24-12 P/S CLUB PARADISIO

10) GEMILL MF/A/D 29-12 P/S SAINTS
11) VEN GLYND MF/A/D 20-12 P FC SPROUT
12) GOVERNOR INCCIEMF/A/D29-12P/SBOTAFOGO
13) GREENING MF/A/D 28-12 S IMMORTALS FC
14) PELE MUGABE MF/A/D 26-12 P/S CLUB PARADISIO
15) QUIZCRANS HOOPLFWS27-14P/S TOTO ALBINI
16) HEKLAR FWT 20-13 P/S BOTAFOGO
17) COHEN WG 26-13 P/S NEW CALEDONIA
18) DEMPSEY WG 20-12 P/S SAINTS
19) SPUDEYESASHCINSFWT23-12P/S FC SPROUT
20) NEILITO BADDADIUT 30-17 P FC PORTO
21) ALI BONKA UT 29-12 P/S FC SPROUT
22) ZIVA UT 23-12 P/S SAINTS
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GROUP ONE

A - BURNHAM DOWN [NEW]

B - FC SPROUT [JAC]

C - REGIONAL ROVERS [RAL]

D - SUN INN [GLA]

E - NETHERTON [RAM]

F - REAL ROYALS [DIS]

GROUP TWO

A - SKELMERSDALE [DRA]

B - SUNNINGDALE [NEL]

C - MARTINO FC [LIV]

D - COMP CITY [DIS]

E - DEANE RANGERS [RAL]

F - KINGS TOWN RANGERS [DIS]

GROUP THREE

A - CHARLATANS FC [LIV]

B - STEELCITY HAWKS [WEL]

C - DAKIN UTD [CHU]

D - EASTWOOD FOREST [DIS]

E - CHINTZ CHIANATI [DIS]

F - LUTTERWORTH TOWN [RAL]

GROUP FOUR

A - LICHFIELD TIGERS [RAL]

B - TARTAN TERRORS [MON]

C - GESSLE WARRIORS [DIS]

D - VINTAGE CLARETS [DIS]

E - INCIPIENT UTD 9RAL0

F - SUTTON ROVERS [GLA]

The top two in each group will qualify for the finals

The group fixtures re as follows

SESS 2 : A v B - C v D - E v F

SESS 4 : B v C - F v A - D v E

SESS 6 : D v A - C v E - B v F

SESS 8 : D v B - C v F - E v A

SESS 10 : A v C - E v B - F v D

Draws for other euro competitions will appear in future
newsletters

HAVENMATES F C[NEL] v FC JANEIRO [MON]

LANGLAND BAY [RAL] v NEPTUNES NOVICES
[CHU]

CLUB PARADISIO [JAC] v DUNLAOGHAIRE [MON]

CROYDON FLYERS [LIV]v ROSINBORG FC [SHA]

ROMFORD LIONS [CHU] v DARK CITY [LIV]

BRISTOL ROVERS [WEL] vTHOMOSLAVIA UTD
[RAM]

TUDOR AVENUE [DRA] v RED STORM [GLA]

KERNOW CABBAGES [NEL]V GLASGOW CELTIC
[RAM]

FC AMAZONAS [NEW] v KELCHESTER UTD [RAL]

GRIMTHORPE UTD [SHA] v WYMONDHAM TOWN
[JAC]

WYCOMBE FC [DRA] vFC TRENTSIDE [WEL]

RED STORM [GLA] v LAIZY TOWN [SHA] 

MIDNIGHT HEROES [SHA] v BERRY BROW  UTD
[NEW]

PURPLE HEARTS [LIV] v PALMEIRAS [NEL] 

REEBOK WAND [SHA] v CARLETON CITY [GLA]

THISTLE ROVERS [RAL] v BUGMAN RANGERS
[RAM]

to be played on session four
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NO WAY JOSE

CAPITAL CITY, more of a challenge side really but they do have money in the bank if you

fancy a challenge for next season

plus

GLADSTONE league CONISTON ROVERS, bottom of second, a real challenge  team, but

got soem cash to start the rebuilding

and

PREMIER  league WATFORD - fancy taking on an impossibel job? Try this team, as usual

ruined by Mr Heath and two.5 mill overdawn. Can you reusrrect them, probably needs the

Andy Baker type of approachh though even he might find it difficult
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There will be two groups of six teams each playing

the other once (remember an extra point for an

away performance), There will then be a KO semi-

final, for all positions and a final session of six

games to decided the twelve placings

First the prizes,

WINNER - 500K

RUNNER-UP - 200K

BEATEN SEMI-FINALISTS - 150K each

Beating any HIGHER RANKED team earns your
club balance 100K

Winning any game (though not on penalties) gains

you an extra 1 MP for your club side

The international scene can be therefore quite

lucrative for your club side and with the arrival of

your free SUPER SCOUT on Session two this

becomes even more lucrative as well. However

remember that if you fail to put in any orders he

will DISSAPPEAR and you can only get him back

by submitting a set of orders next time, and asking

fro him back, when he will re-appear at the end of

that session you submitted the orders.

FIXTURE SCHEDULE

S2 - A v B / C v D / E v F

S3 - B v C / D v E / F v A

S4 - C v F / E v A / B v D

S6 - D v F / A v C / B v E

S8 - A v D / F v B / C v E

S10 - PLAY-OFFS ALL TWELVE TEAMS

S12 - FINAL GAMES ALL TWLEVE TEAMS

THE INTERNATIONAL TROPHY

KICKABOUT and all it's ideas , programs and written materials are the copyright property of Spellbinder Games & C T
DempseyKickdist@gmail.com: Tel:07470132611
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CONTRACTS - Contracts are the lifeblood of your team. Bidding too much means that cash to run your
club and to purchase new players will be unavailable, bid too little and some of your prized players will
vote with their feet and ask to leave the club as out of Contract players. SO, it’s up to the intelligent
manager to strike the happy medium indeed. The optimum bid every time a player comes up for a
contract negotiation is of nine weeks, but this isn’t always the case. If you have a young player, say an
18YO APP to negotiate with then it’s often a good idea to bid for say 16 weeks plus, bid a few K above
his performance level and see what happens. For a SBY you can push the boundaries even further.
Try 26 weeks and see what happens. If you can catch them young on a low but long contract this is of
great help, saves you cash, and when they finally do come to negotiate their next contract you start
from a lower level vis-a-vis their then performance level.

For older and higher level players it’s always good idea to make a slightly crazy bid, say for a level 12,

bid 1K for nine sessions and see what happens. If you look at the two columns next to the players

name on your squad sheet you’ll see just how close this came. In all probability it will come nowhere

near but you might just get lucky indeed. Remember the program looks at current wage levels and

current performance level when assessing the validity and the success of bids. SO the lower the level

you can get your players on the better for the future.

‘ bids fail then it’s time to get serious, you don’t want the bidding process to get down to the last week

do you. On the second week, well it’s still a good idea to go in low, 9 for 9 on a level twelve can bring

success, but if this is turned down then you need to start thinking about giving the player what he

wants. If you should get down to the last week, and there are players who just don’t seem to want to

accept a bid under any circumstances, then you might have to break the bank. On the last week that

level twelve is going to want at least 36K for 9 weeks to be sure of acceptance, and remember too that

there is ALWAYS a chance of rejection. If you offer the sun, the moon and the stars, it is NEVER a

100% chance of acceptance. However, the 36 for 9 offer should have a 95% chance roughly of

acceptance in this situation. The worst thing in the world is for your prized player to leave the club.

Remember too that specialist players who go into the auction especially specialist ones, have a low

reserve probably nowhere near the amount you would put on them, and it’s in eh lap of the gods what

you finally receive for them.

A point to remember here about players sold tot eh non-league. They received the value according to

their age (a MF/D for example receives exactly the same as would a MF, though who would really

want to sell one to the NL is debatable). Also, that you have to pay up the remainder of the players

contract before he leaves the club. This is another reason for conscientious contract bidding. If a

player becomes surplus to your requirements then it’s galling to see a large chunk of the money you

would get for him swallowed up by his wage pay up, because of poor bidding for his contract in the

past, isn’t it?? It is also a good thing to keep the end of season in sight. Remember that if, for example,

you bid, say 12K for 9 sessions, and it is accepted for that level 12 player, and this contract runs out in

the following season, it isn’t a problem if he is, say, 19YO. However, if for example, he’s a 27YO

player, then come the following season you might start it with a 28-4 on your hands who you are

paying 12K a week. Do you train him up again, do you sell him and take the wages hit, what do you do

with a player on a high wage but can’t get into your team perhaps??

AGEING - is the scourge of all managers. Throughout the season you should keep your eyes on what is going to

KICKABOUT and all it's ideas , programs and written materials are the copyright property of Spellbinder Games & C T
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REPRESENTATIVE LEAGUE
DIVISON ONE

(A) RALEIGH

(B) DISRAELI

(C) RAMSEY

(D) SHAKESPEARE

(E) WELLINGTON

DIVISON TWO

(A) MONTGOMERY

(B) NEWTON

(C) GLADSTONE

(D) CHURCHILL

DIVISON THREE

(A) NELSON

(B) DRAKE

(C) LIVINGSTONE

(D) JACKSON

SCHEDULE

SESS 5 A v B / C v D

SESS 7 E v A / B v C

SESS 9 D v B / C v E

SESS 11 E v D / A v C

SESS 13 D v A / B V E
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